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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.

Image not found or type unknown

Refer to the exhibit. After receiving a new desk phone, the Jabber user can no longer make calls via phone control. The help desk

collected the user's Jabber problem report and verified that they the correct Cisco UCM CTI permissions. Which configuration must be

changed to correct this issue?

Options: 
A) Verify that the desk phone device has Allow Control of Device from CTI enabled.

B) Verify that the Cisco UCM service profile has Cisco UCM CTI servers configured.

C) Verify that the user's desk phone device is listed as a controlled device in the Cisco UCM end user configuration

D) Verify that the device line configuration has Allow Control of Device from CTI enabled.

Answer: 
A



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit. Cisco UCM is integrated with Cisco Unity connection via a SIP truck and is configured using a globalized dial plan

(directory number are configured with ''*''). Using cisco best practices, which implementation allows call transfers to internal directory

numbers but not to PSTN numbers?

Options: 
A) remove PSTN-PT from voicemail_CSS

B) change the order of partitions to put GLOBAL-INERNAL-PT first in Voicemail_CSS

C) create a BLOCK-PSTN-PT partition and add it to Voicemail_CSS

D) block pattern +* in the Cisco Unity restriction table



Answer: 
A

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit. An administrator is configuring a Cisco Unity Express call handier. One of the options will transfer calls off-system to

Cisco UCME. The administrator wants the transfer to finish while the transfer target Is ringing. Which transfer-mode command completes

the configuration?

Options: 
A) attended

B) blind refer



C) semi-attended

D) Wind bye-also

Answer: 
C

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit A collaboration engineer is configuring Jabber for Windows in softphone mode inside the corporate firewall The

engineer initially tests the dient by manually setting the account type and the login server domain name Everything works as expected

Next the engineer resets Jabber and attempts to log in using automatic settings and receives an error Which two items must be modified

to resolve the issue? (Choose two.)

Options: 



A) DNS A record for _cisco-uds

B) DNS SRV record for _collab-edge

C) username portion of the login email

D) domain portion of the login email

E) DNS SRV record for_cisco-uds

Answer: 
A, E

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit. An engineer is troubleshooting an issue with Cisco Jabber for Windows The end-user reports that Cisco Jabber

cannot be used to control a Cisco 8841 IP Phone The phone appears in the Jabber client, but there is a red x on the icon for the phone

Which end-user option resolves the issue?



Options: 
A) Standard CTI Allow Reception of SRTP Key Material

B) Standard CTI Allow Calling Number Modification

C) Standard CTI Allow Call Monitoring

D) Standard CTI Allow Control of Phones Supporting Rollover Mode

Answer: 
D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit A collaboration engineer is troubleshooting an issue where a user is reporting that instant messages are not reaching

the intended recipient The engineer is unable to see the full instant message in the trace file In which trace in the transaction must the

engineer resolve this issue?

Options: 
A) XCP Router

B) Client Profile Agent

C) Presence Engine

D) XCP Connection Manager

Answer: 
A

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit Users complain that the message waiting light on the IP phone does not light up when receiving a new voicemail

With which codec must the engineer configure a dial peer on Cisco UCME for MW1 traffic to resolve this issue?

Options: 
A) G.729r8

B) G.729ar8

C) G.711ulaw

D) G.711alaw

Answer: 
C

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit. An engineer assists a user who reports that the voicemall notifications show correctly on the desk phone are not

available in the jabber client. Which action resolves this issue?

Options: 
A) Reset the Jabber client and have the user sign in again

B) Set the voicemail profile on the user's line on the CSF device.

C) Configure the voicemail profile on the user's service profile

D) Ensure that the voicemail server is listed in the user's CTI profile

Answer: 
C

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit. An administrator is configuring the auto-attendant script for a Cisco Unity Express Integration to Cisco UCME and

wants to play the ''busOpenprompt'' wave file when il is not a holiday. How should the script be configured to accomplish this goal?

Options: 
A) Check the Business Hours only if the 'Is Holiday' prompt returns a 'Yes'.

B) Swap me Open and Closed branches in the script.

C) Check the Business Hours only if the 'Is Holiday' prompt returns a 'No'.

D) Swap the ''busOpenPrompt'' with ''busclosedPrompt''.

Answer: 
C

Question 10



Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit. A collaboration engineer restored a failed primary node of an active/standby IM and presence subcluster. The

engineer notices that users fallback to the node occurred. Which action resolves this issue?

Options: 
A) Reboot the primary node

B) Wait for the primary node to establish 30 minutes of uptime

C) Modify the Client Re-Login Limits

D) Set the Keep-Alive (Heartbeat) interval to 15.

Answer: 
B



Question 11
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Refer to the exhibit.
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Refer to the exhibit A collaboration engineer is troubleshooting a Cisco Jabber for Windows client issue. The end user is reporting that

they cannot control the desk phone from the Cisco Jabber client Which action must the engineer take to resolve this issue?

Options: 
A) Associate the User with the desk phone under the user configuration page on Cisco UCM

B) Select 'Primary Line' under the user configuration page on Cisco UCM

C) Add the 'Allow control of the device from the CTI' option under the client services profile configuration page

D) Add the 'Allow control of the device from the CTI' option under the desk phone configuration page

Answer: 
D
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